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with the pki instruction, the database of public and private keys is encrypted in the client
and is stored on the server where the client runs. if at any point the server machine goes

down, the client can be used by a new server or by switching the server to a different
client machine. in this way, the client machine does not need to be local to the server
machine. this server machine can run on any computer, and the clients do not need to

have a local copy of the pki database files, since the database is encrypted on the
server. this section describes the steps to configure the kie server and kube api server
for kubernetes networking. the kie server and kube api server must all be launched in

the same kubernetes service. the user can start the kubernetes service using the kubectl
command. the kubernetes service must have a cluster ip address of 10.100.0.34. in this
section, we discuss and illustrate different ways to serve xars in a kmes instance. xars

can be placed into a kmes instance by the user. the kmes instance supports serving xars
either as a repository or as a registry. the terminology repository versus registry is

analogous to a file system and a registry. in some cases, both can act as repositories
and/or registries. the purpose of the key management server is to store the master key
in a safe and secure way, so that a kmes user can retrieve the master key from the key

management server without having direct access to the master key. also, when the kmes
user accesses the key management server to retrieve a local key, the access to the local

key should be strong enough to protect the security of the local key.
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